
Science at Minsterley





The Science coordinator at Minsterley Primary is Jo Holloway BSc & MSc

The Science link governor at Minsterley Primary is Therese Hillier 



The Science Curriculum
Statutory Requirements
Statutory requirements for the teaching and learning of Science are laid out in the National Curriculum in England 
Framework Document for Teaching, September 2014 and the Statutory framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage, 
2021. 

Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)
Children follow the statutory framework for the early years foundation (2021) programme for science ‘understanding the 
world around us’ which is taught as both a discrete subject and within the whole Early Years Curriculum to give children 
opportunities to use their scientific skills through play and in real life situations. 

Key Stage 1 and 2
Across KS1 and KS2 we follow adpated medium-term plans for ‘Plymouth Science Scheme of Work’ (saved on School 
server), however teachers have the flexibility to adapt these plans to meet the needs of their class and ensure maximum 
progress and engagement of all pupils while at the same time ensuring full coverage of the Science National curriculum. 



Long Term Plans 

Due to the mixed year group classes at Minsterley Primary school, science units are taught by class. This ensures 
full coverage of the National curriculum by the end of each key stage for every child and builds in repeated 
opportunities to revisit scientific concepts and key skills. This is in line with our school’s ethos regarding learning 
and with the educational thinking behind the EIF which identifies progress as knowing more and remembering 
more and the benefits of spaced learning.



KS1 Long Term Plans 
(linked to medium term plans)



KS2 Long Term Plans 
(linked to medium term plans)
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Scientists & Science Capital at Minsterley

See document – Science knowledge & skills coverage by class. 



Working Scientifically 

• Key Stage 1 and 2

• At Minsterley primary working scientifically is taught 
directly however this is done within the context of the 
scientific knowledge of the lesson.  

• Children are taught to use the following types of scientific 
enquiry: fair testing (KS2 only), comparative testing, 
observing over time, identifying, classifying and grouping, 
pattern seeking and research using secondary sources.

• Children are encouraged to label and discuss the type of 
scientific enquiry sticker they are carrying out by placing the 
correct sticker in their books. 

• Whilst carrying out practical work in science the children 
must be clear of the learning intention of the investigation.    



Types of Scientific 
Enquiry
This is placed inside children’s 
books to act as a prompt and to 
encourage children to identify and 
discuss the different types of 
enquiries they and scientists use to 
prove concepts and theories.  



Working 
Scientifically 

skills 

To enable pupils to work independently while carryout the different enquiry 
types we teach the following skills when appropriate: 

PLAN

- Ask questions

- Make predictions

- Decide how to carry out an enquiry

DO

- Take measurements 

- Record data

- Present data

REVIEW

- Answer questions using data

- Draw conclusions 

- Evaluate their enquiry 

Each science lesson focuses on one of the above skills to ensure explicit 
teaching of that skill. 

The progression and coverage of these skills can be seen in the slides below. 



Working Scientifically skills KS1 Planning tool
These planning tools are used to provide a scaffold as and when required. 



Working Scientifically skills KS2 Planning tool
These planning tools are used to provide a scaffold as and when required. 



Cross-
curricular 
Links

Maths and science naturally complement each other. Science generates 
data that can be collected, analysed and presented in various ways. When 
working scientifically, children are expected to search for patterns in the 
results they collect and to interpret evidence and draw conclusions. This 
provides lots of opportunities to use maths skills in science lessons and 
vice versa.

Examples:

Links are made between science and other curricular subjects where possible 
to enable children to make connections and also to provide opportunities for 
spaced learning. See ‘Science Knowledge & Skills Coverage’ document for 
more detailed cross curriculum links (Staff server).  



Progression 
How do we all know what went on in previous years? 

At Minsterley we use progression documents for working scientifically (disciplinary knowledge) and progression of 
scientific knowledge (substantive knowledge). There is also a more detailed document which outlines exactly what 
has been taught before. This document enables teachers to deliver relevant retrieval tasks from the years below. 
These documents ensures that building blocks are met and allows staff to easily plan and deliver recap sessions to 
help children develop their long-term memory in relation to science.

Throughout the delivery of science knowledge (substantive knowledge) we have the key threads of: plants; animals 
including humans; life processes; living things and their habitats; materials; light & sound; electricity; forces and 
magnets. 

Within working scientifically (disciplinary knowledge) we have the key threads of: PLAN (asking questions, making 
predictions), DO (setting up tests; observing and measuring; recording data) and REVIEW (interpreting and 
communicating results; Evaluating). Each lesson focusses one of these working scientifically skills.



Progression Working Scientific (Disciplinary)
How do we all know what went on in previous years? 

PLAN (Working scientifically 
planning)



Progression Working Scientific (Disciplinary)
How do we all know what went on in previous years? 

DO (Making observations & taking 
measurements)



Progression Working Scientific (Disciplinary)
How do we all know what went on in previous years? 

REVIEW (conclusions, raising 
further questions & predictions)



Progression Scientific Knowledge (Substantive) 
How do we all know what went on in previous years? 

Example document for the thread 
‘Animals including humans’. 



‘What exactly has been taught before?’ Is a more detailed 
document which enables teachers to deliver relevant 
retrieval tasks from the years below linked to a thread.. 

Example document for the thread 
‘Everyday Materials, Earth & 
Space, Rocks & Soils’. continued



Progression in Scientific Vocabulary
How do we all know what went on in previous years? 

Example page from ‘Minsterley 
progression of science 
knowledge’. 

The EEF have reported that the strongest factor affecting pupils’ science scores is their literacy score therefore 
it is important that we enable children to have a good understanding of scientific vocabulary. This will provide 
the children with a better ability to prepare and engage with scientific reports. 

Each thread has a section which includes key vocabulary.



What our scientists can do ….. 



Science Equipment
Science resources are mainly stored in the main corridor but a list is saved on the staff server in the subject leader file. 

Here are a few examples: 

Data Loggers Thermometers
Newton 
meters

Measuring 
jugs

Stop watches

Digestive 
system & 

teeth models

Solar system 
models

scales Pipettes
Magnifying 

glasses



What would 
you expect to 
see in a science 
lesson at 
Minsterley?

- Teaching in line with NC and LTP

- High expectations with good pace ‘Teach to the top’ 

- Opportunities are provided to revisit previous learning (know more, 
remember more).

- Activities are carefully selected to match the learning intention of the 
lesson and connections to previous learning are made (both scientific 
knowledge and working scientifically).

- Opportunities are provided to build on the understanding of selected 
scientific vocabulary across the school including EYFS where this 
vocabulary is used to describe and categorise the natural world. 

- When working scientifically is being specifically taught, the children are 
clear about the link to the learning intention (scientific/substantive 
knowledge) of the lesson. The children will be clear how their practical 
work connects to the theory they have just been taught. 

- Misconceptions are pre-empted and addressed quickly.

- Independent and responsible learners who can talk confidently about 
science. 

- Live/self and peer marking

- Teachers using formative assessment and adjusting teaching and 
planning accordingly. 



Anticipating 
misconceptions

In line with EEF recommendations here at Minsterley we strive to 
identify possible misconceptions at the planning stage, where teachers 
can pre-empt the stumbling blocks that the children might face and 
address it from the beginning of the lesson rather than reacting during, 
or often after, a task to the misconception. 

Misconceptions are address is several ways: discussion, what is the 
same/different questions, multiple choice questions, prove it 
questions.

On the staff server in the subject leader file is document which links 
expected misconceptions to each of the science teaching units on the 
LTP this will help teachers to identify/pre-empt misconceptions. 

Anticipating 
misconceptions

Examples:



Anticipating 
misconceptions

- The sequence of science lessons within our science 
curriculum build logically on what has been learned before 
and enables pupils to build and strengthen their knowledge.

- Time is used well, moving on when pupils are ready, but 
allowing enough repetition and practise.

- The use of ‘RT’ (retrieval tasks), Kahoot quizzes etc enables 
revisiting away from the point of teaching and provides 
opportunities to apply learning to different contexts.

How do we make 
sure that pupils 
remember what 
they have been 
taught? 



Staff CPD

Science update 02.02.23 Elanor Atkinson

Working scientifically + shared book look (staff meeting) 23.01.23

Purposeful practical science Nov 22 Eleanor Atkinson

Science update 30.11.22

Science update 09.06.22 led by Eleanor Atkinson science coordinator 
attended.

Types of scientific enquiry Staff meeting led by JH to all teaching 
staff March 2022
Jasper Green Science Ofsted review online all teaching staff
Outstanding subject leadership in science led by Diane Pye all 
teaching staff 



Assessment at 
Minsterley

Summative Assessment

- KS2 End of unit assessment (written 
questions, Google Quiz) which include 
questions linked to both scientific 
knowledge and working scientifically

Why do Summative assessments?

- To inform future planning

- Highlight common misconceptions

- Pin point weaknesses especially with 
focus children

- Provides children with opportunity to 
practise previous learning



Assessment at 
Minsterley

Formative Assessment

- Mind map start of each unit

- TAPS (used to assess a specific aspect of working scientifically)

- Questioning/paired discussion during whole class teaching

- White board work/practical work

- Live marking

- Challenges, quizzes, Kahoot, Quiz Shed

- Teacher observations

Why do formative assessments?

- Highlight the need for same day intervention/other 
intervention/preteach

- Highlight the need to have focused ‘live marking’

- Inform future planning

- Highlight common misconceptions

- Provide opportunities for pupils to practise previous learning 



Supporting SEN 
pupils in science 
at Minsterley

https://pstt.org.uk/application/files/7415/0538/3452/Supporting_SE
ND_pupils_in_science.pdf

In line with our school SEND policy our overarching 
aim within science lessons is to create an atmosphere 
of encouragement, acceptance, respect for 
achievements and sensitivity to individual needs, in 
which all pupil can thrive.

The link below provides various ways in which we can 
support SEND pupils to achieve to the best of their 
abilities within science.  

https://pstt.org.uk/application/files/7415/0538/3452/Supporting_SEND_pupils_in_science.pdf


How will you 
see us 
supporting 
children with 
SEND in 
science? 

- We have high expectations for all pupils.
- Specific focus children during both whole class 
teaching and independent work
- Additional adult support (preteach, support within 
the lesson, same day intervention, targeted 
intervention)
- Working straight onto a worksheet to aid with 
structure and layout; presenting work through the use 
of the ipads and chromebooks e.g. typing, voice notes 
and video recordings. 
- Use of technology e.g. videos linked to concept, 
science hint sheets, science vocabulary word bank, 
access to STEM sentences.
- Differentiation when need but this runs alongside 

high expectations for all.
- Adult scribe, adult to hold a discussion about their 

learning.
- Mixed ability and flexible grouping



Science 
Action Plan 

Intended outcomes: 

1. To ensure a clear and well planned out science  curriculum across 

school that ensures knowledge is transferred into long term 

memory.

• To ensure monitoring closely links to subject area development and 
that it is constant across school.

Intended Impact

To continue to develop the curriculum offer at Minsterley Primary 
School to ensure learning is transferred into long term memory to 
create knowledge through spaced repetition and backwards and 
forwards learning in all areas of the curriculum.



Science Monitoring at Minsterley

Science books are 
monitored at least half 
termly by science co-

Ordinator 

Staff training needs are 
monitored by science 

co-ordinator

Science Policy reviewed 
Feb ‘22 (staff 

server/website)

Resources list (saved on 
sever/speak to science 
coordinator or head for 

future purchases)

Managing teacher 
workload is through the 
purchase of ‘Engaging 
Science scheme’, used 

as a skeletal plan.  

Subject leader attends 
all updates


